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Introduction
An This paper provides the layout of a 4 Degree-Of-Freedom (DoF)
spatial tail and demonstrates the dynamic stabilization of a bipedal
robot platform via a hardware-in-loop simulation. The proposed tail
layout capabilities 3 lively revolute joints with an lively prismatic
joint, the latter of which gives a variable second of inertia. Real-time
experimental effects validate the derived mathematical version whilst
as in comparison to simulated reactive second effects, each received
even as executing a pre-decided trajectory. A 4-DoF tail prototype
changed into built and the tail dynamics, in phrases of reactive
pressure and moments, have been verified the usage of a 6-axis load
cell. The paper additionally provides a case take a look at in which a
Zero Moment Point (ZMP) placement-primarily based totally
trajectory planner, in conjunction with a version-primarily based
totally controller, changed into advanced so as for the tail to stabilize a
simulated volatile biped robotic. The case take a look at additionally
demonstrates the functionality of the movement planner and controller
in lowering the machine’s kinetic power for the duration of durations
of instability through keeping ZMP in the assist polygon of the host
biped robotic. Both experimental and simulation effects display an
development withinside the tail-generated reactive moments for
robotic stabilization via the inclusion of prismatic movement even as
executing complicated trajectories.The tail is one of the maximum
specific capabilities seen in maximum vertebrate animal species, from
mammals to fish to reptiles. These animals use their tails to help
locomotion in distinctive forms. For example, kangaroos use tails to

stability their frame midair even as hopping, even as monkeys
make use of their tails for mountain climbing and navigating
via tree branches. Tuna showcase amazing propulsion overall
performance the usage of their tails and lizards were discovered
leveraging their tails for pitch manage and self-righting mid-air
even as falling. Many studies research have highlighted the
significance of the tail as a device for stabilization, selfrighting, and function manipulation. This has endorsed studies
into the take a look at of robot tail-like appendages on biostimulated robots for more suitable manoeuvrability and
stabilization.
An upward fashion withinside the exploration of tail
packages in bio-stimulated robotics has been visible in current
years. Lio et al. proven the usage of a unmarried Degree-OfFreedom (DoF) lively tail on a kangaroo robotic to atone for
undesirable angular momentum withinside the pitch axis for the
duration of the air section generated through a hopping
movement. Patel designed a one-degree-of-freedom tail to help
withinside the turning of high-pace terrestrial robotic. That tail
layout changed into later advanced right into a 2-DoF (pitch
and roll) inflexible tail, rotating in a conical movement to
stabilize the roll movement of a 4-wheeled vehicle. The
machine used inverse dynamics similarly to servomotor
constraints and torque enter to generate preferred trajectories
for the tailed, wheeled robotic. A tail changed into additionally
designed for a Two-Wheg Robot to help it with mountain
climbing. Suarez additionally applied a small scale twin arm
and one degree-of-freedom tail to govern an aerial robotic for
flying and guilding. In a current take a look at, Heim et al.
discovered that a protracted and light-weight lively tail might
be greater powerful and simplify frame-pitch manage compared
to different tail fashions with the identical second of inertia.
This take a look at additionally proven that the usage of a
inflexible hyperlink with a heavy mass on the cease gives a
easy and powerful manner to layout robot tails.
Other researchers comprise greater complicated mode
shapes of their tail designs for you to generate complicated
moments in more than one planes. A current fashion in tail
layout has been the usage of cable-driven, segmented systems
to extrade the curvature profile and general mass second of
inertia for such robot tails,
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